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ENHANCING ENERGY COST EFFICIENCY OF HOT ROLLING 

ERIKA KUN1 

Energy cost driven production management of high temperature technologies is rather questionable, 

generally considered unfeasible. Hot rolling is a typical high temperature process. Unprepared and 

unexpected intervention, shutdown of technology to decrease its energy costs results in deterioration of 

end product quality, increase of production wastes and even the damage of manufacturing technology. 

In the meantime increasing energy and energy cost efficiency, thus decreasing unit heat and electric 

energy consumption and costs is crucial to stay competitive. Besides from the aspect of real time energy 

markets targets of increasing energy and cost efficiency can be different in the continuously altering 

price environment. Next paper focuses on modeling unit energy consumption of hot rolling technology, 

and the possibilities of enhancing energy cost efficiency in different price scenarios. 

Keywords: high temperature technology, energy efficiency, energy cost efficiency, real time energy 

markets 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally accepted that energy cost driven production is not feasible at high temperature 

technologies. Being an integrated-steel-producer employed energy trader I had difficulties 

accepting this axiom. Next paper discusses question of whether and how it is possible to 

adjust production to energy prices both technically and economically reasonable way. 

ISD Dunaferr company group is an integrated steel producer. Both upstream (semi-

finished products) and downstream (finished product manufacturing) processes operate on 

its site. Hot rolling mill is the first downstream producer, where continuously casted slabs 

are transformed to either coils or sheet metal. 

Hot rolling technology has high energy consumption, heat, thus combustion fuel 

consumption for reheating slabs is significant, and electrical energy usage is also great. The 

process uses large amount of cooling water and technology gas (nitrogen) as well. 

Heat energy consumption and electrical energy consumption are dependent on each other. 

Is it possible to model this relationship considering the rather diverse output of the hot rolling 

mill? In case of positive answer are both electricity and heat energy equally important or – 

according to the generally accepted – only heat energy should be examined? 

However heat energy consumption defines the unit energy consumption of forming, the 

characteristics of the electric energy load profile could contribute to energy cost efficiency. 

The characteristics of the hot rolling mill’s electricity consumption defines the overall load 

profile of the company group. Power market is a real-time market with great price volatility. 

Programming high load demand to low-price periods could result significant savings in 

electricity costs. (Time of usage energy consumption) [1]. 
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1.1. Unit heat consumption 

Slabs are re-heated to forming temperature by high performance reheating furnaces – pusher-

type and walking beam furnaces. Heat energy demand of reheating steel slabs (Qslab) could 

be defined with Formula 1. 

 

𝑄𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑐(𝑇2 − 𝑇1), [GJ/t] [1] 

 

where  Qslab:   heat absorbed by slabs, enthalpy of slabs; 

m:   weight of slabs; 

T2 and T1: discharging and charging temperature of slabs; 

cp:  specific heat of steel (1). 

 

Examining the rule represented by Formula 1 it shows that increasing charging temperature 

the total heat demand of reheating decreases – see calculation in Table 1. The unit heat energy 

consumption reflects to one of the company group’s pusher-type reheating furnace. 

Table 1 

Heat energy consumption and charging temperature of slabs 

 Temperature of slabs 

 20⁰C 400⁰C 700⁰C 

Unit heat energy 1,55 GJ/t 1,25 GJ/t 0,94 GJ/t 

Savings of heat energy 0 19% 39% 

Heat absorbed by slabs2 0,8 GJ/t 0,56 GJ/t 0,37 GJ/t 

Studying the unit heat energy consumption and heat absorbed by slabs row of Table 1 it is 

striking that decrease of unit heat energy consumption is bigger that the heat absorbed by 

slabs. That could be of several reasons, eg. smaller heat losses due to shorter reheating times, 

differences in furnace controls. 

Table 2 shows the effect of decreasing the discharging temperature on heat energy 

consumption. 

Table 2 

Heat consumption[GJ/t] and discharging temperature 

  Discharging temperature [⁰C] 
  1220 1240 1260 
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[⁰
C
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20 0,8335 0,8523 0,8725 

100 0,7911 0,8099 0,8301 

200 0,7377 0,7564 0,7766 

                                                           
2  Target reheating temperature = 1200 ⁰C 
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It is visible that whilst charging temperature can be increased by hundreds of degrees, the 

decreasing of discharging temperature shows power-of-an-order difference in possible heat 

energy consumption decrease – practically 40–50⁰C.  

 

1.2. Unit power consumption 

The temperature dependence of electrical energy consumption of forming can be examined 

using Formula (2). 

Formula (2) shows the electrical energy demand of forming equipment, motors and 

drives. 

*Wel WW   (W) (2) 

where 

Ww V*kwm*φh, unit rolling-work,  

φh  size-alteration of deformation, int he direction of biggest 

deformation, 

  kwm  mean deformation strength, 

ɳ overall efficiency indicator, consist of the bearing-friction 

coefficient, efficiency of drives and efficiency of motors [3]. 

 

Examining Formula (2) it is visible that load, thus electricity consumption of rolling is 

temperature dependant, as the mean deformation strength of the material is a function of 

temperature. 

Table (1 and 2) shows that the required heat energy thus combustion fuel is determined 

by the target reheating temperature of steel. 

In short: setting lower temperatures to start rolling, the heat energy thus combustion fuel 

required for re-heating the material decreases. In the meantime due to the bigger deformation 

strength caused by lower temperatures, the power consumption of forming will increase. The 

two tendencies reverse, theoretically at optimal target reheating temperature the sum of unit 

energy consumption of reheating and forming is minimal [4]. 
 

 

2. COLLECTING AND ANALYZING DATA 

Great number of data can be obtained in relation with forming in the company group’s hot 

rolling mill quality management system. I processed this data to be able to seek evidence for 

the previously stated. I created an ’energy-consumption related database, with data mining 

and database management. To justify the temperature dependence of power consumption of 

rolling I use the statistical method of linear regression – instead of the above formulas. 

While performing data analysis I collected energy consumption related attributes to each 

workpiece (e.g. discharging temperature, thickness reduction, temperature of workpiece 

during processing) and the electrical energy consumption of forming equipment. I created a 

unit power consumption indicator, which is ratio of the total power consumption of roughing 

and continuous rolling, and weight of the down-coiled coil.3 

                                                           
3  I use unit power (kWh/t) and heat consumption (GJ/t) data to examine energy consumption.  
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The technology phases of rolling are re-heating and forming. In this material the forming 

phases of roughing (where de-scaled raw strip is manufactured), and finishing (where the 

strip microstructure and size features are set) phases are examined.  

Unit power consumption indicator is different in every phase of the technology due 

weight reduction caused by descaling of slabs and sheer cropping of sheet-metal strip. Whilst 

unit heat energy consumption of reheating refers to the initial weight of slabs, the total unit 

forming power refers to the down coiled strip. When we separate forming process to rouging 

and continuous rolling, the unit power consumption indicator has to be separated as well. In 

case of roughing the denominator is the initial weight of slabs (the loss due to de-scaling is 

not taken into consideration), in case of continuous rolling the denominator has to be the 

weight of down coiled strip. 

Figure 1 shows the total unit forming power as the function of discharging temperature. 

 

Figure 1  

Discharging temperature and unit power consumption of forming 

It shows stochastic relationship between discharging temperature and total unit forming 

power, due to the following: 

• The forming equipment consists of two main group of tools: rougher tools and the 

continuous finishing line, of which the latter has its own temperature-control 

algorithm dependent upon the target microstructure of the finished product. 

• The power consumption of tools is influenced by several factors besides deformation 

strength, like 

o target thickness of finished product, 

o deflection rate, scheduling of rolling, 

o overall width of slab,  

o width reduction of product during rouging etc. 
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Figure 2 shows the total unit forming electric energy consumption as function of target strip 

height (thickness). 

The dots representing power consumption shows a ’function-like’ relationship between 

the finished product thickness and power consumption of the whole forming process. 

The differences between the power consumption belonging to each thickness value may 

arise from different deflection rate, changes of surface, differences in target rolling/finishing 

temperature or different deformation strength. 

 

Figure 2  

Power consumption of forming and target thickness of sheets 

3. POWER CONSUMPTION OF ROUGHING AND TARGET DISCHARGING TEMPERATURE 

When we separate the two main forming phase (roughing and finishing) from each other, 

complete different results are visible considering the discharging temperature dependence of 

unit power consumption 

I performed statistical analysis on the assembled database using Excel’s simple statistical 

functions to seek evidence for Formula (2 and 3) in factual measurement data. I calculated 

the covariance and correlation coefficients if there is a deterministic relationship between 

power consumption of roughing and discharging temperature. Table 3 shows the results. 

Numbers do not show any relationship between the forming power consumption and 

discharging temperature. The unit power consumption of roughing and discharging 

temperature shows loose relationship, the overheat4 of slabs and power consumption is an 

over average relationship. The indicator is negative showing that the bigger discharging 

temperature the smaller is the power consumption. 

 

                                                           
4  overheat: the difference between discharging temperature and target reheating temperature 
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Table 3 

Statistical data on temperature dependence of forming power 

 1. furnace 2. furnace 

Covariance –4,845 –4,334 

Correlation     

Discharging temperature and 

total unit power consumption 
0,065 0,079 

Discharging temperature and 

power consumption of roughing 
–0,266 –0,225 

Overheating of slabs and unit 

power consumption of slabs   
–0,579 –0,600 

 

Figure 3 shows the results of figure 3 graphically, displaying the weak correlation between 

discharging temperature and unit power consumption of roughing. The dots representing 

power consumption show a declining trend, the higher the discharging temperature the lower 

the power usage. 

The relationship is rather weak, the assuming a function-like relationship as result of 

linear regression would make our forecast rather uncertain (due to the big error terms). 

The weak correlation could be caused by a few other factors: 

‒ processed product structure is diversified both in quantity and size, 

‒ roughing is a multi-phase technology: the raw-sheet is produced in 7–13 passes with 

reversing rolling, the energy consumption of each passes is defined by rolling 

velocity, thickness and width reduction.  

 

 

Figure 3 

Discharging temperature and unit power consumption of roughing 

y = -0,0346x + 59,426
R² = 0,0708
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Should overheat of slabs be considered as independent variable Figure 4 could be drawn. 

Figure 4 shows the overheat dependence of unit power consumption of roughing – for 

slabs heated in pusher-type furnace No1. The figure graphically shows stronger relationship 

between the two variables. 

Overheat is the difference between target reheating temperature and discharging 

temperature. Overheat arises from different target reheating temperatures following each other in 

furnaces, and the combustion control of the furnace is set to higher target temperature. The thinner 

is the finished product, the higher the target reheating temperature. On the contrary the thicker the 

finished product the lower the target reheating temperature – the thickness off the rough sheet is 

set accordingly. The probability of an overheated slab being discharged from the furnace is 

P = 0,85, the expected value of overheat is T = 26,96 ⁰C. 

Figure 3 and 4 oversimplify the temperature dependence of unit electric energy 

consumption of roughing. For thorough further examination each phase of roughing (passes) 

and/or the unit power consumption thickness-based correction is needed. 

 

 

Figure 4 

Overheat and power consumption of roughing 

4. CALCULATION OF ENERGY COST EFFECTIVENESS 

Using regression formula shown in Figure 3 to calculate unit electric energy consumption and 

the heat demand from Table 2 we can define unit energy consumption and energy cost relatively 

easily. The basis of saving is the factual discharging temperature of slabs (1260 ⁰C). Table 4 

shows the possible cost saving.5  

                                                           
5  During calculation I consider furnace losses as constant values. 

y = -0,0362x + 16,731
R² = 0,3347
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Table 4 

Achievable energy cost savings in various energy-price scenarios 

  SCEN1 SCEN2 SCEN3   

Price of power 36 55 70 EUR/MWh 

Price of natural gas 6 10 20 USD/GJ 

Exchange rate1 312 312 312 HUF/EUR 

Exchange rate2 285 285 285 HUF/USD 

      Overall savings 

Target reheating 

temperature Power 

Heat  

demand SCEN1 SCEN2 SCEN3 

⁰C kWh/t GJ/t thHUF 

1220 17,214 0,834 -76 717 -131 101 -288 110 

1240 16,522 0,852 -40 154 -68 543 -150 040 

1260 15,830 0,873    

• SCEN1 represents the 2016 price environment. It is visible that due to the low power 

and natural gas prices there is a little chance of cost saving. 

• SCEN2 represents 2015, where the amount of saving achieved on energy prices 

should make one think of consider reviewing the operation of technology and 

improve its programming methods. 

• SCEN3 represents high price environment, where energy cost adjusted 

manufacturing could result great savings. 

 

Note: the P = 0,85% probability has to be taken into consideration in calculating the savings, 

that would result decrease of cost saving potential. 

The amount of savings in Table 4 draw attention to the fact that avoiding overheat 

(decrease the discharging temperature by 20 ⁰C) of slabs could be a relevant factor for 

competitiveness.  

 

5. FOLLOWING STEPS AND BRIEFING 

Unit energy consumption is a simple indicator, saying nothing about the real-time operation 

of technology however the production characteristics will show in energy prices. The unit 

energy cost indicator can be decreased by leaving the unit energy consumption indicator 

unchanged, if we synchronize the power demand of technology with the time-dependence of 

power prices. (High energy consumption periods of production should be scheduled to low 

price environment.) 

Considering the results indicated in Table 4 we can easily prove the fact that due to the 

power-of-an-order difference of heat and power consumption it is highly recommendable to 

start energy efficiency enhancement with furnace optimization and increase its energy 

efficiency. 
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Saving on energy, thus unit energy consumption reduction could be achieved by more 

efficient scheduling of reheating. To validate this statement to the examined technology 

optimizing is necessary to the data set used for this examination.  
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